. Both proteins are required for tail assembly even though neither is part of the mature tail structure. Near A programmed translational frameshift similar to framethe end of gene G, a "slippery sequence" in the mRNA, shifts in retroviral gag-pol genes and bacterial inser-5Ј-GGGAAAG-3Ј, causes about 3.5% of the ribosomes tion elements was found to be strongly conserved in to slip back one nucleotide, with the shifted ribosomes tail assembly genes of dsDNA phages and to be indethen continuing to read in the Ϫ1 reading frame to make pendent of sequence similarities. In bacteriophage , a larger fusion protein, gpGT. this frameshift controls production of two proteins Translational recoding, especially programmed transwith overlapping sequences, gpG and gpGT, that are lational frameshifting, has crucial roles in gene exrequired for tail assembly. We developed bioinformatic pression in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic contexts approaches to identify analogous Ϫ1 frameshifting (Farabaugh, 1996; Gesteland and Atkins, 1996). Many sites and experimentally confirmed our predictions for retroviruses have a Ϫ1 frameshift site positioned in the five additional phages. Clear evidence was also found overlap of their gag and pol genes, which produces a for an unusual but analogous Ϫ2 We looked for open reading frames corresponding to to be largely ␣-helical. Furthermore, the order of the tail gpG and gpGT in the sequenced genomes of dsDNAgenes is highly conserved. Notably, the major tail protein tailed phages by examining the "G/GT" regions-that gene is always upstream of the tape measure protein is, between the major tail protein gene and the tape measure protein gene. Surprisingly, about 70% of the dsDNA long-tailed phages we examined appear to share
paradigm with some slight variations. The frameshift
The majority of frameshift candidates appear to use a Ϫ1 frameshift, with the characteristic slippery semechanism appears to occur in both noncontractilequence XXXYYYZ (entries in Table 1 and Supplemental tailed phages like (family Siphoviridae) and contractile- Table S1 ). Several phages, including HK97, N15, φC31, tailed phages like P2 (family Myoviridae). We provide M100, L5, Bxb1, Yersina , and φ105 have apparent Ϫ1 direct experimental evidence to verify that frameshifting slippery sequences that deviate slightly from the heptahappens as predicted in coliphages HK97, HK022, and nucleotide rule. Such exceptions have also been obMu; Mycobacterium phages L5 and TM4; and Streptoserved in other systems (Brierley et al., 1992; Napthine myces phage φC31. We also map the frameshift site et al., 2003). For example, at the T7 capsid protein precisely in HK97 and reveal an unusual Ϫ2 frameshift frameshift site, the slippery sequence is 5Ј-GGTTTTG-3Ј site in Mu. Our results argue that all these dsDNA-tailed (Condron et al., 1991). We demonstrate below that phages use a similar tail assembly pathway that probaframeshifting actually does take place as predicted in bly evolved from a common ancestor. HK97, L5, and φC31 despite their slightly noncanonical slippery sequences. Note that for clarity in the table and Results text, we refer to the analogs of V, G, T, and H genes in other phages by the names, usually placed in quotation A Tail Protein Frameshift Is Conserved marks. Supplemental Table S1 indicates the actual gene among dsDNA-Tailed Phages "G" names for each phage as well as GenBank accesSearching through sequence databases, we identified sion keys. a total of 49 out of the 68 phages, prophages, or phage
In phage Mu and the two Mu-related prophages fragments we examined that have a potential frameshift (group 6 in Table 1 and Supplemental Table S1 ), we site in the region corresponding to the G/GT region of cannot identify a plausible Ϫ1 frameshift sequence near phage ( Figure 1B ; Table 1 and Supplemental Table S1 the end of the "G" gene. Furthermore, the Ϫ1 frame [see the Supplemental Data]). The frameshift candidates terminates just 40 bp downstream of the termination are identified by the following characteristics: (i) they all codon of gene "G," leaving a gap of 110 bp between lie downstream from the major tail protein gene and the end of Mu "T" and the next gene ( Figure 1C ). Such upstream from the tape measure protein gene, which a large gap is unexpected since head and tail genes of we identified by homology searches and from genome phages are usually tightly packed, rarely having more sequence annotations; the two overlapping ORFs are than a few base pairs between coding regions or funcusually the only candidate genes in the region, though tional regions. However, if a Ϫ2 or ϩ1 frameshift were occasionally an additional gene is found upstream or to take place near the end of Mu "G" rather than the downstream (as, for example, in HK97, Figure 1B) ; (ii) more usual Ϫ1 frameshift, the ribosomes would enter a the two ORFs overlap each other and have a slippery frame that extends through most of the gap up to gene sequence in the overlap region correctly positioned to "H" ( Figure 1C ). We demonstrate below that a frameshift make a programmed frameshift; (iii) there is generally actually does happen at this position in Mu and that it no obvious ribosome binding site for the second open has the Ϫ2 sense. reading frame. Phages with clear homology in their There are phages in which we cannot identify a plausi-"G/GT" genes were grouped, and one member is shown ble frameshift site; these phages include T4, HF1/HF2, in Table 1 (all are in Supplemental Table S1 ). Sequence PG1, Rosebush, sk1, bIL170, φadh, φg1e, A2, LL-H, BFK20, A118, φfas-pro, Spbc2, Omega, pseudomonas similarities were usually not detectable between groups. R pyocin (essentially a phage tail), and φNIH1.1 (see lapping "G" and "T" candidates of φadh, φfas, and R pyocin; all of these scored above the gene-calling Supplemental Table S2 we expected to see two proteins of different sizes with The manual search of genome sequences for potential the same N-terminal sequence, detectable by Western frameshift sites as described above appears quite sucblot by using an antibody against the T7 tag. Of the cessful as judged by the high fraction of phages in which five phages tested, all showed a faster-migrating, heavy such sites can be identified and by the strong conservaband corresponding to "gpG" and a slower, less intense tion of their genetic context. However, we sought a more band ostensibly produced by frameshifting ( Figure 3A ). objective way to assess the likelihood that these are We plotted the estimated molecular weight versus the true signals that rise above the statistical noise of the mobility ( Figure 3B ) for each of the major bands obsequence. We have developed a program, FSFinder, to served. All of these bands conform well with the prefind all possible Ϫ1 frameshift sites in a phage sequence. dicted molecular weight, except the "gpG" band of TM4, In the first pass through the genome sequence, FSFinder but an unusual amino acid composition may influence identifies all pairs of open reading frames (ORFs) above its migration in gels. In a similar experiment, a fragment a threshold size that overlap in the appropriate frame of DNA containing the "G/GT" region of phage HK022 relationship for a Ϫ1 frameshift and that have a Ϫ1 was cloned into a different T7-promoter vector (without slippery sequence correctly placed in the overlap region. a T7 tag) and expressed. The two proteins identified as The results of this search are shown as "No model" the predicted "gpG" and "gpGT" proteins were eluted scores in Figure 2 ; the number of frameshift site candifrom a gel ( Figure 3C ) and subjected to Edman degradadates in different genomes ranges from 1 to 39. In every tion. The N-terminal sequences of these two proteins case, the Ϫ1 frameshift site candidate found by manual were the same and matched the sequence predicted inspection of the tail gene region is among those found for the N terminus of the HK022 "gpG" protein. This by the program. If any of these potential frameshift result is consistent with a frameshift occurring in HK022 events actually occurs during phage gene expression, as well. The set of plasmids from Figure 3A was used we expect both open reading frames to have good codto measure the ratio of frameshifted to unshifted proding potential. Taking advantage of one of the many sucucts for those five phages under inducing conditions in cessful coding potential metrics developed for identi-E. coli. The ratio was 3.0% for L5, 1.5% for φC31, 2.2% fying genes in genomic sequences, FSFinder scores the for Mu, 1% for HK97, and 0.3% for TM4; the ratio for coding potential of both ORFs with the coding potential There is a prominent extra band migrating slightly above the major "gpG" band in the L5 lane in Figure 3A which ing potential is considered-for example, in the case of from 11 to 1, in φC31 from 11 to 1, and in N15 from cannot be explained by a frameshift. However, the gel mobility matches that predicted for the product of UGA 11 to 2. Gratifyingly, despite the significant reduction of frameshifting candidates, none of the manually pretermination codon readthrough, which is predicted to extend to a UAG amber codon located 18 codons past dicted "G/GT" frameshifts is rejected, which argues that these frameshift sites are statistically significant and the UGA. To test this possibility, we fused the HK97 head protein (as a reporter) to the C terminus of the suggests biological significance. We also scored the two overlapping reading frames of the three Mu-related proposed readthrough frame. The N terminus of gene "G" was also tagged with a T7 tag. If readthrough happhages (assuming a Ϫ2/ϩ1 frameshift) and the nonover- 
Phage and prophage sequences were collected from GenBank, and their "G/GT" regions (between the major tail protein and tape measure protein genes) were inspected for possible frameshifts. The frameshift candidates listed are primarily based on the presence of two overlapping ORFs with a slippery sequence correctly positioned. Both overlapping ORFs are at least 60 codons in length. Phage names ending with "pro" indicate a prophage extracted from a host genome sequence. Slippery sequences are underlined, and 9 bp flanking both sides of each slippery sequence are included. In the "Tail Type" column, "C" stands for contractile-tailed phage, and "NC" stands for noncontractile-tailed phage. "?" indicates uncertainty about the tail type. In the "Arrangement" column, name conventions from were used: V, major tail protein gene; G/GT, genes for two proteins involved in the frameshift; H, tape measure protein gene; "?", genes encoding an unknown protein. Phages with similar sequences in their "G/GT" proteins were assigned the same group number if a BLASTP search gave E-values less than 0.01. All phages listed, except Mu (and Mu group members FluMu-pro and VibrioMu-pro), appear to use a Ϫ1 frameshift. An extended version of this table with GenBank accesion information and all group members appears in Supplemental Table S1 . a Frameshift has been confirmed experimentally in this or previous studies.
pens, three proteins with the same N-terminal sequence The measured mass of 22,224.7 is within 0.3 dalton of the predicted mass of the E→R Ϫ2 frameshift product. that are detectable by anti-T7 tag antibody are expected: one by normal termination of gene "G," one by Note that the E→R shift generates the largest mass of all the possible Ϫ2 frameshifts, and any ϩ1 frameshift readthrough of the gene "G" UGA terminator, and one by a Ϫ1 frameshift ( Figure 4A ). The protein produced would reduce the mass by an amino acid residue. This shows that a Ϫ2 frameshift, and not a ϩ1 frameshift, by readthrough can also be recognized by anti-HK97 gp5 antibody. Figure 4B shows exactly these results, happens in the Mu case ( Figure 5F ). The two Mu-like prophages we examined, VibrioMu demonstrating that a noncanonical product can be produced by UGA readthrough as well as by a Ϫ1 frameshift and FluMu, have the same features in their "G/GT" regions that led us to suspect a Ϫ2 frameshift in Mu, at this site. In the case of the lane for Mu in Figure 3A , an additional minor band containing the T7 tag can also namely, the absence of a Ϫ1 shifty sequence and, in the "T" position, an ORF that spans the gap to the next be seen, migrating just above the "gpG" band. The size of the extra Mu band corresponds to the predicted size gene in the Ϫ2 frame, but not in the Ϫ1 frame. We therefore asked if we could identify a conserved sefor a Ϫ1 frameshifted product for Mu, suggesting that a minor alternative translational recoding event may ocquence among these three that might define the Ϫ2 slippery sequence. Although the nucleotide sequences cur in the Mu case as well.
are too different to give a reliable alignment, we could align the "gpG" amino acid sequences. Converting these Locations of the Frameshift Sites in HK97 and Mu alignments back to the nucleotide sequence revealed a The frameshift products of phages HK97 and Mu were conserved 9 base sequence ( Figure 6A ), covering the examined to determine the precise sites of shifting. We site of the Ϫ2 frameshift in Mu. tagged the HK97 and Mu frameshift products with a C-terminal six-His tag, assuming that HK97 makes a Ϫ1 framshift and that Mu makes a ϩ1 or Ϫ2 frameshift. The Discussion products were solubilized in guanidine hydrochloride and purified by sequential nickel affinity and reverse Conservation of Frameshifting and Evolutionary Implications phase chromatography. The masses of the purified proteins were measured by electrospray mass spectromeWhen we search the genome sequences of long-tailed phages for tail gene arrangements analogous to the V, try ( Figure 5A ). The measured mass of HK97 "gpGT" is 22,612, 1.1 daltons from the predicted mass ( Figure 5B) , G, T, and H genes of phage , we are able to identify strong candidates for Ϫ1 frameshifting sites in about arguing that the HK97 frameshift indeed happens at the predicted site ( Figure 5C ). 70% of the phages examined, located in the overlap of the ORFs corresponding to G and T. Our FSFinder Figure 5D shows the mass spectrum and deconvoluted mass for the Mu "gpGT" product. Figure 5E enuprogram, which identifies Ϫ1 frameshift sites by strictly objective criteria, confirms the manually predicted sites merates the masses expected for the products of all Ϫ2 frameshift sites in the overlap of the "G" and "T" ORFs. , 1996) . Does the conservation of the frameshift mechanism in genes occupying a conserved position in the gene order imply a common ancestry for those genes? The question cannot be addressed simply by sequence comparisons because the sequences are too diverse. That is, when two sequences have no detectable similarity, they may simply be so extensively diverged from a common ancestor that we cannot detect any vestiges of their common ancestry, or they may represent two nonhomologous lineages that arrived at the same biological function by convergent evolution. For the phage head genes, quite a strong case can be made for common ancestry, based in part on the strongly conserved order of genes, but more importantly on the detailed conservation of the biochemical and structural details of the mechanisms of capsid assembly. A good case for common ancestry can also be made for the four tail genes of the "VGTH" cluster. As we describe here, the organization of these genes is strongly conserved across a broad range of phages, and they appear to produce a pair of proteins in approximately a 50:1 molar ratio, with the nested relationship in their amino acid sequences characteristic of a frameshift mode of expression. We cannot rule out that this mechanism and this gene organization were invented multiple times in Table 1 and Supplemental Table S1 were rejected by this criterion.
Mechanisms of the Frameshifts
With most well-studied Ϫ1 frameshifts, frameshifting is , are increases the probability that the ribosome will shift reading frame. The Ϫ1 "G/GT" frameshifts described strongly conserved across the great majority of the longtailed phages. This is remarkable in that the primary here are remarkable for lacking any consistently identifiable frameshift-promoting sequence elements beyond sequences of these genes and their encoded proteins appear to have diverged so extensively that no sethe slippery sequence itself. We analyzed 60 base pairs of sequence downstream of each phage's slippery sequence similarity can be detected in most pairwise comparisons.
quence by using a pseudoknot finding program (Rivas and Eddy, 1999), but no plausible pseudoknots were In the case of phage Mu and the two Mu-like prophages in our sample set, it appears that a ϩ1 or Ϫ2 found (data not shown). There are a few examples of termination codons immediately following the slippery frameshift could produce proteins analogous to the Ϫ1 frameshift cases, and our biochemical analysis confirms sequence (10 of 48 examined); this is clearly not universal and could simply reflect that the slippery sequences that Mu does use a Ϫ2 frameshift. To our knowledge, this is the first example of a Ϫ2 frameshift in a natural are all within a few codons of the end of the incoming reading frame. There is also little evidence of plausible mRNA (5Ј-CGGGGGCGA-3Ј) in the 0, Ϫ1, or Ϫ2 frames. Slipping is promoted by the weak character of the coShine-Dalgarno-like sequences upstream from the slippery sequences. Since a slippery sequence alone can don-anticodon interaction between the CGA and tRNA Arg (anticodon sequence 3Ј-GCI-5Ј; I is inosine): A:I wobble cause low levels of frameshifting, perhaps that is all that is needed for producing a "G/GT" frameshift at the approbase pairing is known to be inefficient, especially for CGA codons in E. coli (Curran, 1995). Weak binding to priate level (but see below). Most Ϫ1 frameshifts have been shown to take place CGA allows the mRNA to slip through the Ϫ1 position, where no tRNA Arg base pairing can occur, and on to when both the A and P sites of the ribosome are occupied by tRNAs and properties of the slippery sequence the Ϫ2 position, where base pairing is substantially restored. The message remains anchored by a full compleallow codon-anticodon pairing in the Ϫ1 frame to be nearly as good as pairing in the unshifted frame. For ment of base pairs to the CCC antidodon of tRNA Gly . Alternatively, a Ϫ2 shift by a single P site tRNA Gly could and HK97, the codon in the A site position specifies Lys in both the 0 and Ϫ1 frames, so we cannot tell whether be induced by slow decoding of the Arg CGA codon, but either mechanism is speculative and further testing the A site was loaded before or after the shift. However, this type of Ϫ1 frameshift is sufficiently well characteris needed. For mycobacteriophage L5, we see clear evidence for ized that it seems very likely, by analogy, that the shifts in these phages happen when both ribosomal sites termination codon readthrough at the end of the "G" gene, in addition to the expected Ϫ1 frameshift. We are occupied.
Our favored model for the Mu Ϫ2 frameshift is analohave no evidence regarding what biological function, if any, the readthrough product has nor even whether it gous to the dual slippage model for Ϫ1 heptanucleotide sites and is shown in Figure 6C : tRNA Gly and tRNA Arg is expressed significantly in a mycobacterial context. However, we take the observation that two different occupy the P and A sites at the time of the shift. The tRNA Gly CCC anticodon can bind equally well to the recoding events can occur at this site, and possibly also Plasmid Construction a 9 base pair conserved sequence at the Ϫ2 frameshift site. In all Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplifications for plasmid conthree phages (group 6 in Table 1 and Supplemental Table S1 ), struction were performed as follows: 0.5 M of each primer, 0.2 mM the Ϫ2/ϩ1 frame will fill most of the gap between the end of "G" to of each dNTP, 1ϫ PFU buffer, 2 units PFU polymerase, and 5 l the beginning of "H," as illustrated for Mu in Figure 1C .
template were combined in a 50 l reaction volume. For plasmid (B) Basepairing possibilities at the Mu Ϫ2 slippery sequence. The templates, miniprep plasmid was diluted 100-fold, and 5 l was used; lower line shows the mRNA sequence at the slippery site, with tick for phage templates, purified phage particles at about 10 12 /ml were marks indicating codon boundaries in the incoming (0) frame. Shown diluted 100-fold, and 5 l was used). Thermocycling was performed above the mRNA sequence are the anticodon sequences for the at 94ЊC for 30 s, 50ЊC for 30 s, and 72ЊC for 2.5 min for 20 cycles. Gly (CCC) and Arg (3Ј-GCI) tRNAs presumed to be in the P and A T7-tagged "GT" plasmids (pET21a-L5-GT, pET21a-TM4-GT, pET21a-sites of the ribosome at the time of the shift. Vertical lines indicate Mu-GT, pET21a -HK97-GT, pET21a-PhiC31-GT, pET21a-MU-GT-cbase pairs between tRNA and mRNA at the three relative positions.
his, and pET21a-L5-GT-F) were constructed by using PCR to amplify the "G/GT" region from the phage genomes for cloning into the pET21a vector (Novagen). PCR products were purified by using Qiagen PCR purification kits 
